
Connected Construction at Work: A New
Vision for Success in 2021

Construction Technology Integration
Reveals a Path Forward

It has been a little over a year since the bottom fell out of the construction industry. As jobs begin to
rebound, more people are vaccinated and COVID restrictions loosen, it feels like we’re turning a
corner. In many ways we are. But the construction backlog has been dramatically altered:
Investment is different, infrastructure is different and communities are changing. With so many
people working remotely, for example, office space no longer has the same value; air purification
and touchless facility retrofits, however, are booming.

The construction industry is responding to continued volatility with careful planning and hard-won
lessons from the past year. The biggest takeaway for many of us is the importance of being able to
pivot, to change directions when circumstances or data reveal new opportunities. If it was important
to embrace digitization before COVID hit, it’s even more critical today.

Get Ready for the Construction Infrastructure
Opportunities

https://www.viewpoint.com/blog/construction-infrastructure-resource-center


A cloud-based digital platform offers access
to information to make strategic decisions,
like understanding costs, productivity and
material pricing trends. Add to that workflow
automation, and it’s now possible to pivot
strategically and scale activities that are working. A digital environment helps construction
companies scale as needed, and avoid paying for idle assets they don’t need. These are all
enabled by Viewpoint One.

While digital processes might not seem entirely natural for an industry that has long been based in
paper, the move to the cloud follows other industries. Take the example of accounting: You need to
send invoices quickly, purchase approvals, billing, payroll, process reporting, sending and receiving
payments — companies have to invest in modern technologies there to stay competitive. Few
companies are willing to trust that “the check is in the mail” these days.
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Bringing data, technology and processes together will be key to success for business continuity
and growth in the post-COVID era, just as they have been hallmarks of success in other industries
(think transportation, travel, finance or shopping).

Viewpoint and Trimble have a vision for this future.

On May 17, 2021, we are hosting a Connected Construction at Work event experience
to share this vision of evolving with technology — and give our customers the upper hand with new
opportunities as well.

Connected Construction Connects Data and
Technology to Meet New Demands

The scope and scale of today's construction projects is
changing how contractors operate.

Connected Construction at Work is a 3-hour event that will reveal:
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https://events.viewpoint.com/connectedconstruction?promo=ViewpointBlog&tr=true


How the industry is rebounding from 2021

Where we see early indicators of economic recovery

How to lead your organization through the upswing

Our Connected Construction at Work event will focus on infrastructure and other construction

opportunities for 2021 and beyond. The American Jobs Plan of 2021 that is moving
through Congress, for instance, is potentially twice as big as the 2008 infrastructure investment. It’s
significant to our industry, and long overdue.

It’s a magnificent economic opportunity for the industry overall, but contractors also face a big pivot
from the way they’ve traditionally operated. Modernizing technologies and workflows to meet new
demands, increased focus on HR onboarding and people management, new health and safety
measures, the need for more data-driven business decisions and much more are issues
contractors are discussing and acting on right now. These pivots are essential to ensuring capital
investments and IT spending is measured by state of business and business growth rather than a
cost center.

How Viewpoint and Trimble Technology
Positions Your Company to Act

Contractors with connected, digital data and workflows
throughout their organizations are best poised to win
new work with modern demands.

How can Viewpoint and Trimble enhancements help you act quickly and take advantage of the
massive coming infrastructure construction opportunities?

As Viewpoint and Trimble come together, we’re helping contractors digitalize and automate even
more workflows. From pre-construction planning, through financial and human resource

management, to growing a profitable service business — our new solution
integrations make it easier to deploy new technologies, integrate data between field and office, and

https://www.viewpoint.com/blog/construction-infrastructure-resource-center
https://www.viewpoint.com/solutions/service-management


allow contractors to act quickly on new opportunities.

Single sign-on

Software users will be able to access Viewpoint and Trimble services and features from a single
sign-on (SSO) without different passwords or having to navigate between different programs.

Connected buying process and added services

It’s much easier to estimate needs, plan expenses, and negotiate contracts with a single trusted
vendor for your software portfolio. And when you need to add services — like project management;
human capital management; expanded service capabilities; pre-construction and prefabrication;
and pricing and procurement — leveraging Viewpoint and Trimble’s single relationship is just
another way connected technology saves you time and money.

Connected workflows

Our new unified purchase experience means you don’t have to deal with multiple vendors and
contracts. You’ll find the right suite of services within a single, transparent pricing model, and a
single common vendor. Your services and support will be managed collectively, via single
dedicated relationships with support professionals who have a construction background and really
know your business. (Nothing new there!)

In a volatile landscape, construction business owners need to know what — and where — new
opportunities are. You need to make data-based decisions, and respond and scale quickly. And
you need a partner who continues to enable you, as you respond to growth opportunities and
environmental changes.

Join us on May 17 as we share insights about the future of connected construction, infrastructure
opportunities arising from the American Jobs Plan — plus construction software advancements that

will propel your business through a volatile environment.

Register now! 
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Prior to joining Viewpoint in 2011, Matt had executive positions in Divisional Leadership, Strategy, Mergers &
Acquisitions, and Product Management with FEI Company (global leader in nanotechnology solutions), Planar
Systems (a leader in medical imaging technology), and Netscape Communications (an enterprise software
leader). In addition, he began his career with General Electric in a technical leadership program.

Matt has engineering and psychology degrees from Cornell and his MBA from Stanford University. In his free
time, he enjoys the bounties of Oregon with his wife and two sons.


